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About Ghost

About Ghost

Ghost Inu will give rise to the strongest meme coin ecosystem and community in the
space. Boasting robust resiliency mechanisms and unique perks for holders, $GHOST
is poised to evolve into an enduring community-oriented protocol!

There are a few key aspects to $GHOST. Most importantly, a proportion of transaction
taxes will find their way into the treasury which will be used to acquire yielding NFTs
and works from some of the most prestigious collections, granting our community the
opportunity to share in benefits very few are able to enjoy!

Additionally, these yields will be utilized by our expert market maker who will
strategically buy breakouts, hold support and add/remove liquidity as it is needed to
optimise protocol health and sustainability!

This interpretation of NFT fractionalization will put Ghost Inu in front of some of the
most established NFT communities, augmenting the growth of the protocol!



$Ghost

$Ghost

GHOST is the ecosystem’s native ERC20 token!

Token Name: Ghost Inu

Token Symbol: GHOST

ETH Contract: TBA

Initial Supply:  1,000.000.000.000

Decimals: TBA



Token Distribution

GHOST is the ecosystem’s native ERC20 token!

ETH Contract: TBA

Exchange Reserves 20% 
LP Sale 20% 
Liquidity 60% 

Total iniciality
Supply 

Initial Liquidity
Pool 

Exchange 
Reserves 

1,0000,000,000,000

600,000,000,000

200,000,000,000

Token
Distribution



Tokenomics

Tokenomics

DAO

Marketing/
Charity

$GHOST features a 14% tax on BUYS and 18% tax on 
SELLS to sustain, grow and reward the Ghost Army!

0% 5% 10% 15% 

10%
BUY

12%
SELL

4%
BUY

6%
SELL

Dao funds
allocated 6% NFT 
portfolio & 4% FTM 
farming on Buys.

Dao funds
allocated 8% NFT 
portfolio & 4% FTM 
farming on Sells.



NFT Fractionalization

We have seen the success of fractionalizing NFTs through platforms such as
fractional.art as well as individuals fractionalizing memetic pieces such as Doge
NFT which reached incredible valuations.

Through our NFT portfolio, we will be fractionalizing multiple blue chip NFTs
from some of the most significant projects in the crypto space, harnessing any
yields and putting them back into the protocol to benefit the Ghost Army!

Ghost Inu yields APY from NFTs owned by the protocol, thus there is exposure to
appreciation of the underlying asset. Not all are in a position to be able to own
such exclusive pieces but by coming together we can reap their perks!

NTF
Fractionalization



Our Secret
Weapon

Our Secret Weapon: The Ghost Effect!

Meme coins with taxes generally fail when volume tapers as they can't sustain 
growth without new buyers. Ghost Inu uses yields generated from our NFT portfolio 
and farms to inject buy volume back into $GHOST.

We are able to leverage the very best projects in the space that will continue to 
create passive returns even in periods of market downturn.

Price

Time

Gains with passive NFT
income buybacks

Gains without passive NFT
income buybacks



Fantom Yield
Farming

Fantom Yield Farming
Initial Supply:  1,000.000.000.000

With over $6bn total value locked, rapid
settlement times and low transaction fees,
Fantom Opera Network is the perfect place
to generate yield on a proportion of Ghost
Inu's treasury funds.

These yields will filter back into the
ecosystem in the form of strategic
buybacks as executed by our market
maker.

Sit back, relax and have confidence in the
protocol during periods of market volatility
as our staked treasury funds serve to
hedge against downside.



Market Maker

Market Maker

Ghost Inu will be the first meme coin
protocol to make use of an expert market
maker!

They will ensure longevity by defending
against unsustainable price action using the
funds generated by the protocol and our
yielding strategies to strategically buyback
the token.



GhostInu Dashboard

Above is a preview of our dApp 
dashboard which is currently 
under development.

This page showcases NFTs 
held by the protocol, key links 
and performance metrics
as well as our published 
investment theses.

GhostInu
Dashboard



Vesting
Schedule

Vesting Schedule

20%

LP Raise Allocated Contributor Max 
Token Allocated

Tokens Airdroped on 
TGE to Contributors

20%

20%

GHOST raised 10ETH from 
40 contributors to be
combined with 5ETH
put forward by the Ghost Inu 
team for a total of 15ETH 
starting liquidity. Each
contributor represents a 
maximum of 0.5% of supply.

In the interest of sustaina-
bility, presale participants 
will receive 50% of their
purchased $GHOST tokens 
on TGE with the remainder 
locked and vested through 
team.finance. Unlocks will be 
12.5% of allocated tokens
intiated biweekly via a smart
contract.

To ensure sustainability, presale participants will receive 
25% of their purchased $GHOST tokens on TGE with
the remainder locked/vested through team.finance and
unlocking weekly.



Official Links

Official Links

Website TBA

https://t.me/GhostInuEth

https://twitter.com/ghostinutoken

https://medium.com/@GhostInu/

Telegram

Twitter

Medium



Disclaimer

The information provided above does not constitute financial 
advice, investment advice, trading advice, or any other sort of 
advice and you should not treat any of the contents as such. 

Cryptocurrencies carry a high level of risk and may not be 
suitable for all investors.

The possibility exists that you could sustain a loss of some
or all of your initial investment and therefore

you should not invest money that you cannot afford to lose.

Do your own due diligence and consider consulting an
independent financial advisor before making

any investment decisions.

Disclaimer


